Can Tricks In The Bedroom
Teach You Success Strategies
For The Boardroom?
Yes! Yes! Yes! says Author Avril Millar
By Esther Harris
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LILLY Ghalichi of

the hit TV show Shah’s
of Sunset, the self-proclaimed Persian Barbie
showed her fashions at
Kyle Richards’ boutique, Kyle By Alene Too.
Attendees included reality stars Gretchen
Rossi (Real Housewives of Orange County),
Jax Taylor and Scheana Marie (Vanderpump
Rules), Millionaire Matchmaker Patti Stanger
and others. Lilly’s swim line, Have Faith
Swimgerie is a swimsuit/lingerie blend.
Ghalichi expanded into the beauty and fashion industries
under the label
"Ghalichi Glam"
which includes
her new venture
of fab beauty
must-haves...
false eyelashes.
Gretchen Rossi & Robert

With my hair
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clients at the
premier for the
Goodbye Girls
on TLC (I was on
the show too!)

Lilly Ghalichi on the runway

While few might think of the office while
steaming up the atmosphere in the bedroom,
a compelling new book proves that the two
settings are more closely linked than many would admit. Aimed at
those who’ve accepted the fact that they’ll likely be working ‘forever’, feisty Scotswoman Avril Millar’s groundbreaking guide transports
confidence and success in the bedroom to a financially comfortable
future. If, like many women, “your pension will barely feed a mouse
and your knight in shining armour has failed to materialize”, Millar
suggests we redefine our work to give us the lifestyle that we wish to
become accustomed with. The 61-year old ‘solopreneur’ and mother
of two, promises this is a simple matter of using
our knowledge and confidence about sex to
build varied and stimulating careers.
“Modern women today know how to call the
shots in their sex lives,” Millar says. “Now they
need to start using the language of sex to
create a range of work they will love for a lifetime, and that will make them happy, secure
and independent.” From 'Oral' to 'Coming
First’, through to ‘Friends with Benefits’ and
‘Lubrication’, work (and sex) will never seem
quite the same again.
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Millar is a former engineer, teacher, wealth manager, serial business woman — and now a non-executive director and consultant
to many businesses in Europe. “I’ve never been happier at work —
or better paid. The ‘Kama Sutra’ approach has worked for me, and
it can work for you too.”

At the W Hotel in
Los Angeles with
my favorite
comedian of all
time on planet
earth Joan Rivers
for Jennifer Lopez’s
Hollywood Walk of
Fame event.
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‘The Kama Sutra of Work: Why Work is the
New Sex and How to Make Sure You’re Getting
Enough’ is turning heads everywhere with its
bold and raunchy philosophy; that any woman
can use the language of sex to create work they
will enjoy, and from which they will earn a
delightful reward.

‘The Kama Sutra of Work:
Why Work is the New Sex and
How to Make Sure You're Getting Enough’
Available in paperback and
Kindle on amazon.com

For more information visit the author’s official website:
www.avrilmillar.com l

